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About This Game

This is not a drill! I repeat: This is not a drill! Suit up, strap in, and start blasting! Operation Zenodyne-R starts here!

Zenodyne R is a new 90s-style shoot-'em-up game filled with YM2612 music and real Blast Processing action, where your
reflexes and patience will be tested in their entirety!

Comes with all the features you may enjoy, like:

- 2 difficulty settings offering a different experience (as of v1.04)

- 6 stages that keep raising the bar!

- 5 unique ships with different pilots and playing styles!

- Unlockables that you unlock by gaining Tech Points from clearing stages.
Gain even more Tech Points by going the high road, if you are ready.

Unlock ships, pilot biographies, lore, and even extra credits!

- Branching paths that increase more than the difficulty!

- Blast Processing bullet patterns!
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- A 25 track YM2612 soundtrack by Hal "HeavyViper" Binderman

Controls (default, can be rebinded)

Arrows - movement

Z - Shot

X - Bomb!

Shift - Altfire!
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Title: Zenodyne R
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Team Grybanser Fox
Publisher:
Team Grybanser Fox
Franchise:
Zenodyne
Release Date: 29 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista and higher

Processor: 1,8 Ghz Single Core Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Pixel and Vertex Shader 2.0

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: May not run correctly with Intel HD integrated graphics units.

English
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This is basically Holoball, Holopoint and Racket NX in one, with some differences.

The archery game (Bowshot) is a good workout and it got me exhausted pretty quickly even though I thought I was doing okay
with 30/40 minutes workouts in Box VR. The game makes you shoot your arrows, dodge and squat. One good thing it has over
Holopoint is the fact that it won't make you quickly spin around 360 degrees, thus getting yourself entangled with the Vive
cable.

Fracture (the one similar to Holoball/Racket NX) is good fun, although I find it is very difficult to aim the ball where you want
it to go. The first boss had me completely beat. Although I prefer the looks of Racket NX, the problem with that game is the
amount of turning I need to do. If my headset were wireless I would have no issues with that and I wouldn't even bother playing
Fracture, but since I am constrained by a cable, I might wind up playing Fracture more.

Smash is sort of a "3D airhockey" where you use both hands equally and it is actually my favourite of the 3.

I am going to list the 3 games in order of preference:

1. Smash
2. Bowshot
3. Fracture

As I mentioned before, the game doesn't make you spin around but still manages to keep you moving (especially if you play
Bowshot).

My biggest beef is that the game doesn't seem to respect your boundaries for Fracture and Smash. Fracture spawns your ball at
the beginning of each match right outside of your play area. I suppose you can use your left controller to pull it towards you, but
you shouldn't need to. Luckily, while I have no feet space where the ball spawns (my sofa starts there) there is space above it for
my hands to move freely. Other than that I haven't found it problematic, but that is again probably due to the fact that there is a
sofa in front of me (outside my play area) and not a straight wall.

Smash on the other hand, while it is my favourite from a gameplay point of view, has had me hit my bookshelf/printer two or
three times. That is frustrating, especially since I like that game more than the other two, and since it is using the wider side of
my play area.

My play area is 2.5 x 1.6 m which is a bit bigger than the minimum recommended, although it isn't huge.

Mainly due to the way it treats your space, I give this game a 7/10. If it handled it better it would be higher. While for some it
might get repetitive, I have found very few VR games with full hand controller support that are more than a one trick pony.
Arcade Saga throws in 3 games into one, which basically means you are paying them £5 each. I view VR as a workout outlet
with the added fun of gaming, and this game serves this purpose well.. This game is Amazing and has loads of potential so I
wrote a few Pros and Cons:
Pros:
Cheap
Time Killer
Beautiful
eZ Controls

Cons:
Why are you looking here? This game is Amazing.. Great game, but needs many more airports and radar options.. Best game
ever. Almost Kerbal Space Program - just add an asteroid DLC. Will buy for all friends. 2016 must have.. for 1 $ toally worth it
. it's been 12 year's now fix your controll system!!!!!
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Forgive me lord for I have sinned.. This retro horror platform game is not perfect. You can finish it in an hour, and it doesn't
have the depth or polish of other retro horror platformers (Possum Hollow comes to mind) to keep you coming back to replay it.
Some of the achievements require grinding and seemingly must be completed in a single playthrough. You can stockpile a
boatload of ammo by repeatedly dying (infinite lives) and collecting the powerups (rather useful, actually, for one boss and for
the final timed survival level). The engine, apparently the same used in the developer's Smashing Pumpkins game, is buggy and
not that smooth or fun. It really feels comparable to a The Games Factory or early MultiMedia Fusion engine.

But oddly enough, therein lies a lot of the game's charm. It stirs up memories of the freeware games of twenty years ago. Plenty
of which were from relatively inexperienced programmers who got a game creation program and tried their hand at it. This
developer has put in work above and beyond the average, making some creative design choices with what the program can do.
Some levels are standard mindless action fare, albeit with some differences. Others, however, are mostly simple exloration
levels with a couple of hazards and some spooky effets. They're simple but unusual and effective, not spooky but a kind of
Halloween scare-houser fun. There is also a surprising amount of plot in the game involving several characters. It doesn't have a
lot of logic or traditional progression but ads to the overall fun factor. All this combines to give a smiple horror platformer a bit
of substance and evoke a different time, one we don't often recall.

Yeah, I'm recommending it, with the understanding that the gameplay is on the poor side. It's worth a playthrough and it's fairly
priced. One can imagine the developers toying with the idea of making a series of games about this ghost-busting crew's cases
(and they definitely throw in some humor). I'll never be the biggest fan of that engine, but the devs didn't
half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it and have made . . . an experience. So good on you chaps.. My Lovely Daughter is a
tricky game to give a simple review to but for the sake of those considering whether or not purchasing it, this is what I think:

This is a game for managing small tasks and routine if you break it down to its most basic level. If you are the kind of person
that enjoys games like that, you will easily find yourself having a good time with it. The kinds of games that feel a little bit like
work, but in a way that is very laidback. It can be very grindy, but if you find your pace with it you can easily get everything you
want from it.

The meat on top of those gameplay bones are the aesthetic and the framing. It is not as story-deep as I would like. That element
is there but it leaves quite a bit to be desired? The daughters are really the spotlight of this game. If you like monster girls, there
are a lot of them, you get little letters from them throughout the game informing more about how they perceive the world and
their personalities. The wiggle room of how much you'll grow to love and empathize with them varies from person to person, so
I suggest seeing maybe a bit of playthrough of this game first and if it interests you, you probably have something to gain from
playing this. The art is simple but pleasant enough, not what I would call eye candy but it makes the game stand out a little bit
more.

The way it handles its themes though I'm quite mixed about. I'd say this is a game I feel a little uncomfortable thinking about,
but not playing. Its intent to be offputting is very clear, and I don't feel any maliciousness coming from it, but you will stop
caring that you are killing innocent girls, just from a play perspective. It's repetitive enough that it won't impact you after a
certain point if it impacts you at all. As someone who was a victim of child abuse, this kind of dark content can be a form of
catharsis, but it varies from victim to victim and I would find it completely understandable if this game came across as rather
tactless to some. There isn't all that much to meaningfully spoil but the game doesn't make playing from Faust's perspective
something that has weight. It proposes itself as a game about family and 'how far you'll go for it' which implies a sense of
foreboding guilt? But I assure you that you'll never really be able to put yourself into Faust's shoes outside of the actual
gameplay.

If you're looking for an in-depth look or for it to have something insightful to say about child abuse, this is not the game you're
looking for. If you want a game with elements of child abuse presented in a way that is sympathetic to victims while also not
really giving them any way out of the cycle of suffering they're trapped in, this game is it. Maybe if you have not been exposed
to these scenarios before, it might be a different perspective into the world that you're not used to, and I don't think that's
without value, but it doesn't exactly handle them in ways I find extremely helpful for strangers to the subject either. You know.
Child Abuse Bad. That's not exactly a very revealing statement. There is more to the text that you can gleam from if you spend a
lot of time with it, but it's not something that comes with the experience itself.

In the end, the game only managed to snap me out of numb grind once or twice while reading letters and I felt something for a
second and then promptly clicked "Kill her", because I "had" to. That's how games are. But I feel it could've been more
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meaningful and heavier than that. If it's not your type of game then you'll really won't have fun playing it either, nor is it fun to
watch. And I don't mean in the sense that this type of game should be entertaining, but it really won't flow for you and you will
probably get bored and stop. And there's not a deep deep story hidden in this game that's worth grinding for either. When I type
it like this sounds like I didn't like it but also I got to have a bunch of cute daughters whom I loved very much outside of the
metanarrative of the game, they were sweet and strong and I'm proud of them, and I'm glad I got to meet all of them by playing
this, and they reminded me not only of myself but of my friends who also suffered in the hands of their parents and are still
alive today, and while a lot of us feel broken and like monsters, sometimes or a lot of the time, we are all valuable and
worthwhile.

So if that resonates with you, maybe give it a shot! May we all be better dads than Faust.

Man what a low bar.. A great premise for a game which allows you to craft an alibi for a murder you did commit. A nice variety
of options and it doesn't hold your hand when you're doing something stupid, like contradicting sworn testimony from others. I
thought that the framework of the game was very well done, it flows and rewards intelligence and planning.

However the implementation is frustrating. The graphics are subpar and the opening murder scene has some atrocious character
models. While I enjoyed being left to my own devices in how I crafted my alibi for the night, it would have been nice to have
some cues as to who I am framing and why certain actions will lead to framing certain people. Also, part of the case relies on
how much the judge trusts you and while you get a note implying that his trust level has changed you don't know whether his
trust goes up or down.

Overall- worth a play through if you like novel games and are prepared to work through some rough edges but probably not
worth the replay for all the endings.

Last point- bonus for the scene when you quit saying court is ajourned for the day. Nice touch.. Quite nice! It's a wordless,
graphic short story, showing some charming slices of the daily lives of 3 Indonesian siblings named Banyu, Lintar, and Angin.
The illustrations evoke specific places and characters in a way that makes me feel as if I've already known them. And they're
places and characters I want to know. It's pleasant, sweet, and should leave you feeling peaceful and happy.. I believe that the
style of this game, and the way the battle system is designed is really cool. its unique and haven't seen much like it before. Its
worth a try if you haven't played much card game battle styles at all. Life changing experience. buy on sale for cards and easy
achivements tho.. Good story line. I love crime solving games
Good balance between puzzles and hidden objects.
The fact that you go back in time to resolve cold cases is really refreshing.
You also have achievements you can get, that gives the game a little more \u00aboomph\u00bb and you can try to get them all
by doing the game again. Give you challenges along the way.

I loved it.
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